CINEMA
1. Do you like going to the cinema or do you like watching movies at home? Why? Why
not? How often do you go to the cinema? How much does a ticket cost? Do you think
it’s expensive?
2. How do you choose what to watch? Do you watch trailers? Do your friends
recommend (ajánl) you a movie?
3. What is your favourite movie? Why do you love/like it? Who was/is the director
(rendező)? What’s it about? (miről szól?)
4. Have you ever seen the same movie more than once? How many times have you seen
it?
5. Who is your favourite actor or actress? Who is your favourite director?
6. What kind of movies you like/dislike? Why?
7. What is the worst movie you have ever seen? Why is this the worst movie?
8. Are there any movies that made you cry?
9. What are the scariest horror movies that you’ve ever seen?
10. Do you watch movies in English/with subtitles? Do you think it’s useful to watch
movies in English?
11. Have you ever watched movies other than English? What language was it?
12. Do you watch any TV series?
13. Have you ever binge watched a TV series?
14. Do you pay for any streaming network services like Netflix/Hulu/HBO GO or
Amazon Prime? Do you like it? Why?
15. Do you listen to movies soundtracks (filmzene)? What are your favourites?
16. Can you name some different type of movies (and some titles (filmcím) as well)?
1. I like/love going to the cinema (but I also watch movies at home), because I enjoy the
atmosphere, the sound and I love seeing movies (especially if it’s an action movie) on the big
screen. Also watching it with my friends (family) makes it even more special.
I don’t like going to the cinema because I hate the crowd (the people) and I hate when people
are talking or eating around me.
I go to the cinema every month/week (4 times a year). A ticket, for an adult, costs about 1500
HUF and for a 3d screening it’s about 2000 HUF. For students it costs about 1200 HUF. I think
movie tickets are(n’t) expensive.

2. I usually choose which movies to see based on
- the trailers (előzetes) that I saw
- the reviews (értékelés) (on RottenTomatoes, on IMDB, on Metacritic, on Youtube)
- my friends’ recommendation (javaslat)
3. My favourite movie is _________. It’s directed by ________ and it stars ___________ and
__________. This is a(n) action/ horror/ romantic comedy/ animation/…. film.
The story/film is about _______.

I like this movie because ________.
4. I enjoy watching movies more than once because sometimes I understand more of the story
and see things that I missed before. I’ve seen ________ many times.
5. I sometimes choose movies that has my favourite actor(s) in it. I really enjoy ____________’s
movies/films. My favourite director is ____________.
I don’t really have a favourite director.
6. I’m keen on comedies like __________
action movies such as ____________
sci-fi films such as ____________
horror like/such as _____________
I don’t like ________, _________or _______ movies.
7. The worst movie I’ve ever seen was ____________ because of the terrible acting, directing,
cheap CGI, lousy camerawork and editing (vágás).
8. So far there aren’t any movies that made me cry. But I’ve seen some sad movies such
as________. The saddest movie that made me cry was _________.
9. The scariest movie I’ve ever seen was ___________.
10. I think watching movies can improve (fejleszt) your English a lot. So I often watch my
favourite movies or TV shows in English. I’ve watched __________ and _______.
11. I watched other TV programmes/movies in German, in Japanese, in Norvegian, in Korean,
in Spanish, in Italian.
I have only watched movies in English or Hungarian.
12. My favourite TV series (programme) is/are _________ and __________.
13. (Binge watching is when you watch TV for a long time without stopping). I have watched
_________ and _______.
I haven’t binge watched anything.
14. At home our family has _______.
Unfortunately we don’t pay for any streaming service at home.
15. I like the soundtrack of some movies, I listened to ____,_____ and_______.
16. sci-fi : Star Wars, Interstellar
Horror: Annabel, Saw
drama: Titanic
romantic comedy: Mamma Mia
Comedy: Baywatch, Bad Moms
Action: Mission Impossible
Animation: Lego Movie, Toy Story

